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ABSTRACT Architecture Definition, which is central to system design, is one of the two most used technical 
processes in the practice of model-based systems engineering. In this paper a fundamental approach to 
architecture definition is presented and demonstrated. The success of its application to engineering problems 
depends on a precise but practical definition of the term architecture. In the standard for Architecture 
Description, ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011, a definition was adopted that has been subsumed into later 
standards. In 2018 the working group JTC1/SC7/WG42 on System Architecture began a review of the 
standard, holding sessions late in the year. This paper extends and complements a position paper submitted 
during the meetings; in which Tarski model theory in conjunction with ISO/IEC 24707:2018 (logic-based 
languages) was used to better understand relationships between system models and concepts related to 
architecture. Definitions of architecture and system are now offered independent of the working group that 
have a mathematical foundation but are stated in simple intuitive terms. The nature of the definitions supports 
a fundamental expression of architecture definition that can be applied throughout the system lifecycle. The 
engineering utility and benefits to complex system design are demonstrated in a diesel engine emissions 
reduction case study.  
INDEX TERMS Architecture, system, definition process, Model Theory, Category Theory, diesel 
emissions 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Architecture is key to the modern practice of engineering but 
in many ways, a precise practical definition has been elusive 
if not ineffable. The term would be understood by a general 
audience as a property of buildings or large-scale structures. 
Although understanding architecture in this way is intuitive 
and useful, it lacks the precision needed for application to 
engineering problems. The position taken in this paper is the 
same as the one taken with JTC1/SC7/WG42 in late 2018: a 
prose definition of a technical term should be complemented 
by a mathematical interpretation [1]. This is essential for 
specifying any architecture definition process for engineering 
and scientific problem solving. 
 
 
A. UBIQUITY OF THE ARCHITECTURE METAPHOR 
In civil engineering, architecture relates a building’s function 
(purpose), form (how its spaces are organized to meet the 
purpose) and construction (what it is built from and how it is 
built). Beyond the design and construction of buildings, 
architecture has found a place in many other different 
disciplines, serving as a readily apprehended metaphor by 
which the native ‘structures’ of a subject can be understood. 
Although architectural ideas are now prevalent in disciplines 
as diverse as building, systems engineering, management 
science, biology and mathematics; there is no consensus on 
terminology or meaning – there is common ground but there 
is no unity. The potential of achieving precise unified 
definitions by means of a formal approach, and the benefits of 
so doing have been long recognized in, for example: (i) the 
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foundational work of Bertalanffy [2], which was inclusive of 
many mathematical expressions of systems concepts; (ii) 
Wymore’s codification of model-based systems engineering 
(MBSE) [3], which expressed a programme for systems 
engineering; and (iii) Rosen [4], who was perhaps the first to 
recognize the possibility of using Category Theory for systems 
and scientific problem solving. The authors have also long 
recognized and investigated formal approaches in: (i) using 
architecture to develop and acquire mission level capabilities 
[5]; (ii) interpretation of an adopted definition of ‘system’ as a 
Hamiltonian system in physics [6]; and (iii) more recently the 
Wilkinson polemic paper [7]. In a shift from a narrow systems 
orientation, recent standardization efforts within 
JTC1/SC7/WG42 have started to apply the term architecture 
to entities not normally considered to be systems. Note 
however, that it is not the purpose of this paper either to report 
on such work or to critique it. Rather the purpose is to offer 
definitions of architecture and system which are 
complemented by mathematical interpretation that can be: (i) 
used for specification of technical definition processes; and (ii) 
exploited in engineering practice and in relevant standards. 
B. PROBLEMS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE DEFINITIONS 
The ambiguities introduced by using natural language in the 
definition of technical terms can be reduced and possibly 
resolved by introducing languages that are more precise or 
formal; the predicate calculus of logic being just one. An issue 
though is that such languages may not be accessible to a 
general audience or to the stakeholders in a discipline.  
The pioneers of digital computer architecture, e.g. Brooks 
[8] proposed a resolution to this issue that remains valid today, 
 
One needs both a formal definition of a design, for precision, 
and a prose definition for comprehensibility. 
 
This idea was adopted as a ‘principle’ by Dickerson and 
Mavris [9] and will be adapted to reason about the terminology 
of architecture and systems for use in engineering. The term 
design will be replaced by the term concept, and prose will be 
taken to mean natural language. Concordance between the 
two types of definitions will be achieved by interpreting 
natural language into mathematical logic and models. The 
primary challenge in this approach is to preserve concordance 
between comprehensibility and precision without losing 
either.  
The position paper [1] put forward to the working group 
JTC1/SC7/WG42 in late 2018 applied this principle to the 
currently adopted definition of (System) Architecture [10]. As 
previously mentioned, ongoing work within WG42 is 
generalizing the adopted definition to refer to entities other 
than systems. 
It was argued in the position paper that there is a need for 
distinction between key terms such as: concept, property, 
embodiment, element, and relation. Based on Tarski model 
theory [11] [12], an initial attempt to refine the wording of the 
currently adopted definition was made to illustrate how a 
better distinction could be achieved. 
Mathematical terminology for object, property, class, type, 
and structure will be used for precision and clarity (see 
Appendix I for further details). In mathematics, class is the 
most general term used to define a collection, i.e. objects that 
share one or more common properties. 
Fundamental definitions are now offered independent of the 
working group that can be used to make a distinction between 
key terms yet express an intimate relation between 
architecture and structure. The first definition proposed is:  
 
Structure is junction and separation of the objects of a 
collection that expresses a defining property of the collection. 
 
This definition is at a higher level of abstraction than that of 
the currently adopted definition of architecture but is readily 
applicable to physical examples. In civil engineering for 
example, a building is a collection of objects that includes 
rooms, which are joined together and separated to achieve a 
defined purpose. The building in civil engineering is referred 
to as a structure. 
Mathematical objects are used in the definition because they 
are abstractions that are only constrained by the properties 
they possess, e.g. functional, physical, or temporal properties. 
Note that elements (of a set) are mathematical objects. 
‘Elements’ is a usage in alignment with the currently adopted 
definition of architecture. Objects can also be members of a 
category in which the structure of a mathematical space is 
expressed through mappings (or morphisms) that partition the 
space into cosets (e.g. the even and odd numbers in the group 
of integers). (Refer to Appendix I.) It should also be noted that 
although the term structure is used widely in the engineering 
community, there is no common definition offered in current 
relevant standards. 
In specific domains such as software engineering, a term 
such as stable binding is often used instead of junction. Thus, 
the proposed definition of structure accommodates ideas such 
as stable bindings of static objects, instantaneous bindings 
(events), as well as dynamic behavior. It is also worth noting 
that most definitions of structure only mention some form of 
junction; and are silent on separation. However, these two 
terms in the definition should be on an equal footing. For 
example, whenever a system boundary is defined, a collection 
of objects of interest are separated into members of the system 
and members of an environment. 
Structure therefore expresses a relation among the objects 
of a collection. The general character of this relation is a 
specialized property which is referred to as a type. In software 
engineering, the term classifier is often used instead of type. 
This leads to the second definition: 
 
Architecture is structural type in conjunction with 
consistent properties that can be implemented in a structure of 
that type.  
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Such properties are said to be architectural properties. Note 
then that every architecture is associated with at least one 
architectural property; its structural type. Architectural 
properties can constrain and further specify structure. An 
example was investigated in detail in the position paper [1].  
The association of a structural type with a collection of 
architectural properties in the proposed definition of 
Architecture can then be represented as an ordered pair. This 
is similar to saying that the properties are embodied in the 
structure but is more mathematically precise. This construct 
can also provide a formal underpinning to architecture 
frameworks, which are commonly visualized as a matrix. Each 
row can be defined by one or more architectural properties and 
each column can be a structural type, with the intersection (a 
cell in the matrix) defining a class of architecture that 
implements the architectural properties in a way that is 
consistent with the structural type. An example is given in 
Section IV-A where the functionality of a system is 
implemented in two different structures of the same type. (See 
also Appendix II.) 
The fundamental definitions offered in this paper will be 
referred to as ‘axiomatic definitions’. They are subsistent in 
the sense of being an economical choice of generally 
understandable words that have mathematical interpretation. 
The underlying concepts are ultimately founded in Category 
theory. (See Appendix I-C for further details.)  
The axiomatic definition of Architecture complements one 
of System:  
 
A System is a set of interrelated elements that comprise a 
whole, together with an environment. 
  
This definition is adapted from a mathematically based one 
cited by Bertalanffy [2]. The environment is on an equal 
footing with the whole (set of elements) but its relation to the 
elements is not specified. It is not necessary for the set as a 
whole to belong to the environment or even for it to interact 
with it. The definition though does not consider system 
without making reference to an environment. 
When a structure of the interrelations has been identified or 
defined, the set is said to be endowed with an interrelational 
structure. (Note: mathematicians use the term endowed for the 
pairing of a set with a relational structure.) Thus, a system is a 
set of elements endowed with a structure that is of an 
interrelational type. In this sense, system is a realization of 
architecture. It will also be seen that the interrelational 
structure of a system can be used to specify architecture. The 
complementary nature of these two axiomatic definitions will 
be exploited in this paper.  
A fundamental architecture definition process can then be 
expressed as follows: use domain knowledge of a collection of 
objects to interpret concepts and properties into the terms and 
relations of the axiomatic definition of architecture. The 
interpretations into a realization of the structural type will be 
seen to result in models of the collection. (Mathematical 
details can be found in Appendix I-C.) The architecture and 
associated models can be as technically precise as the 
mathematical interpretations of the definition, and as intuitive 
as the domain language used. This process will be referred to 
as Essential Architecture Definition. The term is used in the 
sense of Yourdon Structured Analysis [13] in which 
‘essential’ means necessary or essence. 
C. STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER 
The Introduction has established the problem to be addressed 
and provided context. Axiomatic definitions have been 
offered. Sections II and III will provide a historical and 
theoretical background. Section II is a brief history of relevant 
definitions of architecture and significant points about their 
evolution. It also has a brief summary of early attempts at 
system architecting (which is another name for architecture 
definition), its relation to system engineering, and issues 
associated with the definition of terms. Section III provides an 
explanation of conceptual structures and Tarski model theory 
that should be accessible to a general audience. It concludes 
with a comparative analysis of the key terms used in the 
currently adopted definition and the axiomatic definition. 
These will be seen to be in general agreement. The analysis 
will also address some of the ambiguities in the currently 
adopted definition.   
Section IV builds on these foundations to show how an 
architecture definition process can be implemented that 
supports system design. The architecture definition process is 
also applied to functionality in systems. This provides a 
demonstration of the validity of the axiomatic definitions 
offered in Section I-B. Section V applies the process to the 
specification of a calibration system for diesel engine 
emissions reduction. Constraint driven design methods are 
applied to the calibration problem. This demonstrates the 
engineering utility of the proposed architecture definition 
process. Section V concludes with how the process and 
axiomatic definitions have been used in an MBSE standard 
concerned with constraint driven design. 
Three appendices are also provided for the more specialized 
technical details that support the main body of this paper. The 
one on essential mathematics explains class and set theory in 
general terms, Tarski model theory, and Category theory. The 
second one further elaborates how the pairing of architectural 
properties with structural type can be used to provide a formal 
underpinning to architecture frameworks; and the third one 
provides background on the emissions problem case study.  
II. BRIEF HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE 
It is instructive to understand how the definitions of 
architecture and related terms in Systems Engineering have 
evolved over time and how they have been influenced by other 
disciplines. Although this might seem to be only of theoretical 
interest, the incorporation of such definitions within key 
standards has a significant impact on how Systems 
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Engineering is conducted in practice. This section begins with 
a brief summary of the diversity of meanings of systems 
architecting and moves on to describe how key definitions 
have evolved in canonical standards. The Model Driven 
Architecture (MDA) in object-oriented software standards 
provides an initial example of how the axiomatic definition 
can be used in an explanatory way by refining the usage of the 
term architecture in software development. It concludes with 
a short section on Architecture Styles and Patterns. 
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTING 
A detailed examination of the nature and impact of different 
meanings of system architecting was conducted by Emes et al 
in 2012 [14]. This work reported on research to capture and 
analyze beliefs about the meaning of architecting and related 
terms. It considered definitions from three authoritative 
sources, including ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 [10]; and from 
a set of interviews with practitioners. Twelve contentious 
questions about architecting were discussed and six different 
perspectives on the meaning of System Architecting and its 
relationship to System Engineering were described.  
The most emphatic conclusion from the research was that a 
consensus on meaning did not exist and there were many 
diverse interpretations. The value of explicit formal 
definitions, such as those found in standards documents, was 
therefore judged to be particularly significant. The paper noted 
that the lack of robust definitions for key terms made the 
development of standards more difficult. It also noted that its 
scope excluded Systems of Systems and Enterprises, for 
which further diverse interpretations of key terms might be 
expected. 
B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The earliest attempts to standardize ideas about the meaning 
of architecture within Systems Engineering were in 
connection with the lifecycle processes standard, ISO/IEC 
15288. The first published version (2002) was influenced by 
legacy software engineering standards, which not only limited 
the way in which architecture was conceived but also 
conflated architecture and design within a single process 
called Architectural Design. This was not separated into two 
processes until 2015 [15].  
The software discipline had additional influences. For 
example, in the early 1990s, the IEEE considered architecture 
to be “the organizational structure of a system or component”. 
This provided a formulation for architectural thinking based 
on a system having architecture as a property, described in 
terms of static structure (elements and relationships between 
them). In 1996, with the aim of using an architectural 
metaphor as a foundation for Systems Engineering, Hilliard et 
al [16] defined architecture as “the highest level conception of 
a system in its environment”. This has several important ideas, 
 
1 Permission to reproduce extracts from British Standards is granted by 
BSI Standards Limited (BSI). No other use of this material is permitted. (For 
the convenience of readers the equivalent international reference is cited.) 
including that architecture is ‘high level’, includes an ‘external 
focus’ and is a ‘conception’ in the imagination.   
The ideas described by Hilliard et al were carried over into 
the definitions used in IEEE 1471:2000 [17], which defined 
architecture as “the fundamental organization of a system 
embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, 
and to the environment and the principles guiding its design 
and evolution.” The same wording was used in the 2008 issue 
of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288. The idea that architecture is 
subjective is fully embraced in these standards, which 
introduce architectural descriptions (i.e. models of 
architecture) as the vehicle for conveying information about 
the subjective conception of architecture. However, the role of 
models of architecture for communication has caused a 
widespread perception that architecture and model are 
equivalent: [18] for example, considers architecture as a 
graphical model (or representation). 
In the latest published versions of the key standards, 
specifically ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 [10] and 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288:2015 [15] 1 , the definition of 
architecture used refers to: “fundamental concepts or 
properties of a system in its environment embodied in its 
elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and 
evolution”. Here, the earlier term “organization” has been 
replaced by “concepts or properties” – rather than the 
organization being embodied in static structure (elements and 
their relations), it is now the concepts and properties that are 
so embodied.  
C. MODEL DRIVEN ARCHIETCTURE 
Over the same two decade time period, the Object 
Management Group™ (OMG™) has used architecture in 
standards for software development. For example, the Model 
Driven Architecture® (MDA®) is an approach to software 
design, development and implementation. MDA provides 
guidelines for structuring software specifications that are 
expressed as models [19]. In MDA the software architecture 
of an application is the basis for deploying the computer code.  
MDA development focuses first on the functionality and 
behavior of a system by means of a platform-independent 
model (PIM) that separates business and application logic 
from underlying platform technology. In this way, 
functionality and behavior are modeled once and only once. 
The PIM is implemented by one or more platform-specific 
models (PSMs) and sets of interface definitions until the 
system implementation is complete. A PSM combines the 
specifications in the PIM with details about how a system uses 
a particular type of platform; but not the details necessary to 
implement the system. In the separation of platform 
technology from functionality and behavior, MDA conforms 
to the precepts of structured analysis as put forth by Yourdon 
[13]. 
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In MDA the models of functionality and behavior in the 
PIM are transformed into PSM models by associating new 
concepts not found in the PIM. The models of the PIM are thus 
joined by transformation with those of the PSM. This 
collection of models therefore has both junction and 
separation that express a defining property of the collection, 
i.e. an approach for software design, development, and 
implementation. This is the definition of structure. 
Furthermore, because the PIM and PSM are defined as types 
of models, this structure derives from a structural type. 
Consequently, in terms of the axiomatic definitions of this 
paper, MDA can then be considered as an architecture vis-à-
vis an approach. 
D. ARCHITECTURE LEVELS, STYLES AND PATTERNS 
It is common within Systems Engineering practice guidelines 
and textbooks to identify an iterative or ‘fractal’ process 
structure, including architecture definition, at each of the 
process steps. From this perspective, architecture is developed 
at each level in the hierarchy of system levels of detail. Within 
the well-known NASA Systems Engineering Handbook [20], 
for example, the Systems Engineering process at each level 
includes five distinct steps (four definition processes and one 
implementation process), which can be summarized as: 
defining 1) context, 2) requirements, 3) architecture; 4) and 
design, then; 5) if the lowest level of detail is reached, proceed 
to implementation, otherwise return to step 1. This kind of 
thinking can be made harmonious with the standards 
definitions, as long as the ‘entity’ at each level being 
architected is considered as a system in its own right.  
Finally, architectural styles and patterns should also be 
mentioned. Like architecture itself, these are problematic 
terms with no universally accepted definitions. Most authors 
seem to use ‘style’ as shorthand to codify a correspondence 
between different architectures, whereas ‘pattern’ is a re-
usable style that addresses a defined type of problem. 
III EXPLANATION OF TARSKI MODEL THEORY 
A general audience would understand the term ‘model’ as a 
representation of something or an excellent example [21]. In 
order to avoid confusion between models and architecture, a 
well-established definition of ‘model’ from mathematics and 
logic is reviewed and used to complement natural language 
definitions. In mathematics, diagrams or symbolic expressions 
are generally used to represent models. In this section it will 
be seen that the term ‘concept’, which is central to the 
definitions of architecture reviewed in the previous section, 
can be understood in terms of a conceptual structure which can 
become a model when interpreted mathematically. 
A. MOTIVATION FROM ALGEBRA 
The concept of orthogonality (right angles) in the plane 
geometry of triangles can be represented algebraically: if a, b, 
and c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle, and if these 
lengths have the algebraic relation, 𝑎ଶ + 𝑏ଶ = 𝑐ଶ ; then the 
triangle is said to be a right triangle and the two sides 
corresponding to 𝑎 and 𝑏 are said to form a right angle. This 
relation is an algebraic sentence that expresses a concept of 
orthogonality. Model theory is simply an abstraction of the 
idea that models are sentences interpreted into relational 
structures. The sentences can express concepts or theories. 
B. FROM ALGEBRA TO LOGIC: MODEL THEORY 
The Propositional Calculus and the Predicate Calculus are 
languages of mathematical logic. The term calculus derives 
from the Latin for calculation. In logic, it refers to the 
calculation of truth.  
Propositions are declarative statements represented by 
variables which take on the value of either true or false. This 
language of logic is inadequate for a proper theory of models.  
Predicates, on the other hand, are declarative statements of 
relationships between variables and are represented by 
predicate letters {𝑃ଵ, 𝑃ଶ  … }  that represent relations among 
individual variables {𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ  … }  as well as constants 
{𝑐ଵ, 𝑐ଶ  … }. A sentence in the Predicate Calculus is defined to 
be a fully quantified well-formed formula. The Predicate 
Calculus (with equality) is the level of precision in language 
necessary for a mathematical theory of models. It is also the 
basis for the conceptual structures discussed in Subsection C 
that follows. 
Tarski model theory offers the following simple but formal 
definition: a model is a relational structure for which the 
interpretation of a sentence in the Predicate Calculus becomes 
valid (true). This is called a fully interpreted first order model; 
and is the basis for so-called model theoretic truth. A 
relational structure in set theory is a set M and a collection of 
relations {𝑅ఈ} on 𝑀. (See Appendix I for further details.) 
Thus, the algebraic expression of orthogonality in the Tarski 
theory corresponds to the predicate sentence given by 
∀𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ, 𝑣ଷ: 𝑃ଵ (𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ) =  𝑃ଶ (𝑣ଷ)              (1) 
Let the set M be the Cartesian plane. The interpretation of the 
predicates into relations assigns 𝑃ଵ (𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ) to 𝑎ଶ + 𝑏ଶ ; and 
𝑃ଶ (𝑣ଷ)  to 𝑐ଶ , for specific values of 𝑎 , 𝑏 , and 𝑐  that are 
lengths of the sides of a triangle (e.g. 3, 4, and 5). Every 
triangle  in the Cartesian plane has a relation R among its 
sides. When the relation conforms to 𝑎ଶ + 𝑏ଶ = 𝑐ଶ then the 
predicate sentence is valid, and the triangle is a model of 
orthogonality. A more detailed mathematical review of the 
Predicate Calculus (with equality) and Tarski model theory 
can be found in [22]. A general but technical review for the 
non-specialist is given by the model theorist Wilfrid Hodges 
in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [23]. The 
essentials of first order model theory needed for this paper are 
summarized in Appendix I-B. 
C. COMPARISON WITH CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURES 
The framework of Conceptual Structures described by Sowa 
[24] is essentially an approach to representing knowledge 
inside computer systems; but it is more general and can be 
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applied more widely. In this framework a generic concept is a 
mental interpretation of a percept which is a correlation of 
sensory impressions of the physical world. In this case the 
concept is called concrete. Concepts that have no such 
percepts are called abstract. Sowa points out that although 
concrete concepts may have direct associations with sensory 
impressions (percepts); this is not the case for abstract 
concepts, which are however no less meaningful. In other 
words, every thought that is effable (capable of being 
expressed) can be regarded as a concept. 
An abstract syntax and model theoretic semantics for 
Conceptual Graphs are provided in [25]. Within the Sowa 
approach, concepts are related to symbols and to referents in a 
‘meaning triangle’ depicted in Fig. 1 [24] and based on [26].  
 
Figure 1. Meaning Triangle and Concepts 
 
Here, a mental CONCEPT is symbolized by SYMBOL 
which could be a word. The extension of the SYMBOL is all 
the things it stands for – which could be thought of as instances 
of the CONCEPT. In other words, CONCEPT is an intentional 
abstraction of the common properties of the REFERENTs to 
which it refers. According to Sowa [27], every concept has a 
type, which defines a class of referents. The type is therefore a 
specification for a set or class of entities in some domain. 
Mathematically, the type specification is a monadic predicate.  
The meaning triangle can be given a mathematical 
interpretation based on first order model theory. To say that a 
symbol ‘symbolizes’ a concept means that SYMBOL gives 
CONCEPT an identity, e.g. a name or a tag. In the model 
theoretic semantics of Conceptual Graphs, CONCEPT has a 
type, which defines a class of REFERENT. The association of 
SYMBOL with REFERENT in the triangle is an instance of 
what is called an interpretation map in mathematical theories 
of models.  
In a sentence expressed in a language (L) about one or more 
concepts (as in the conceptual graph in Fig. 1), each concept 
will have an associated meaning triangle. The sentence applies 
to every referent that belongs to the class; and to the symbol 
of the concept. The symbols in the sentence belong to what are 
collectively called the signature () of the language (L). 
A model of the sentence involves two things: (i) a choice of 
referents; and (ii) the interpretation of the signature in a way 
that results in the sentence being true (i.e. the interpretation 
satisfies the sentence). Note that the interpretation map is 
specified at the level of symbols rather than the level of the 
entire sentence. (See Appendix I-C for further explanation.)   
Conceptual graphs are symbolic expressions that represent 
relations between concepts or their referents. The elementary 
conceptual graph as depicted in Fig.1 without any indication 
of directionality is intended to be read from left to right for 
ease of expression in natural language. In this case, ‘Concept 
1 has Relation to Concept 2’. Sowa uses the following notation:  
[𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 1] → (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1 → 2) →
[𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 2] 
(2) 
This is interpreted as meaning that a concept [Concept 1] is 
related to another concept [Concept 2] via a conceptual 
relation (Conceptual Relation 1  2). Concepts and 
conceptual relations are further defined in terms of their types 
and any constraints applying to them. This is equivalent to 
having limited knowledge captured in a domain ontology. 
 To represent the conceptual relation in Fig. 1 using the 
language of the Predicate Calculus, each of the types 
associated with the concepts needs to define a set of referents. 
The model theoretic semantics for this graph are then stated in 
terms of the referents (entities); ∃𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ: 𝑃 (𝑣ଵ, 𝑣ଶ) where 𝑣ଵ 
and 𝑣ଶ  take on the values ‘Entity 1’ and ‘Entity 2 '. Each entity 
is a referent of the respective concept, and the predicate letter 
P takes on the value ‘Relation’. Note that many of the 
commonly encountered relations in engineering are binary 
relations, such as the one in Fig. 1. Higher order relations may 
be required for practical applications and are admissible in 
conceptual structures. 
The above is an example of the ‘principle’ prescribed by 
Brooks. The conceptual graph permits the Concept of ‘relation 
between two entities’ to be associated both with a formal 
sentence in the Predicate Calculus and with natural language 
in a way that meets the challenge to preserve concordance 
between comprehensibility and precision without losing either. 
However, it will be seen in Section V that not every concept 
can be represented in the model theoretic semantics of a 
conceptual graph. This is due to fundamental limitations in the 
Predicate Calculus (see Appendix I). 
According to Sowa, the meaning of any concept is acquired 
solely through its contextual relations as part of a subjective 
‘semantic network’, whose nodes include other concepts, 
percepts, motor mechanisms, emotions and other mental 
phenomena. In other words, what gives a conceptual graph 
meaning is its interpretation via a mind’s semantic network. 
As the semantic network is self-organizing, it can adapt and 
change itself through external influences - and via nothing 
more than self-reflection. This echoes the subjective view of 
architecture described in Section II. 
Some of the semantic network can be formalized in a way 
that makes the internal workings of the network at least partly 
explicit. This ‘explication of the implicit’ can be thought of as 
the manifestation of concepts and conceptual relations (as 
brought together in conceptual graphs). Making concepts and 
their relations explicit allows logical reasoning to be applied – 
which is the basis of mathematics, science and engineering. 
The syntax and model theoretic semantics of conceptual 
graphs provide a first order language that can be used to 
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implement the Essential Architecture Definition process that 
was introduced in Section I-B. 
D. ANALYSIS OF DISTINCTION BETWEEN KEY TERMS 
This section concludes with a consideration of everything 
presented in the paper up through Section III-C (and 
complemented by Appendix I) for the purpose of assessing the 
distinction between architecture and key terms such as: 
property, concept, embodiment, element, and relation. Class 
will also be addressed although it was not one of the key terms 
in the adopted definition. This is because of its role in the 
mathematical foundations of the axiomatic definitions, as well 
as its use in international standards, such as the OMG Unified 
Modeling Language™ (UML®) and the OMG System 
Modeling Language™ (SysML®). 
It is important to keep in mind that the axiomatic definition 
of Architecture makes no direct reference to either of the terms 
element or relation. Nonetheless, the term structure as defined 
in Section I-B admits the use of mathematical relational 
structures, which are in fact comprised of elements and 
relations. Therefore, these two terms will be considered 
together as (relational) structure in the analysis below. 
The axiomatic definition also makes no reference to the 
term System; and hence, has no inherent dependency on its 
definition. Specifically, then for the axiomatic definition of 
architecture proposed in this paper:  
1. Architecture is a Property; but not every property is 
architectural. Because type is a specialization of property; 
when architecture is defined as structural type, it is a property. 
This is consistent with the adopted definition in standards.  
2. A Concept can be Architectural. In principle any 
thought ‘capable of being expressed’ can be regarded as a 
concept. When expressed in the syntax and model theoretic 
semantics of knowledge representation, every concept has a 
type. Concepts that have a structural type are architectural. 
This is consistent with the adopted definition in standards. 
3. Architecture is not Conceptualization. Some of the 
1990s definitions of architecture considered it to be 
conceptualization. However, this would be better regarded as 
an activity in Architecture Definition in order to avoid 
confusion with models.  
4. Architecture is not a Structure. Rather, it is a type of 
structure. Type is a specialization of property; and properties 
define a class or set but are distinct from what they define. 
Note then that architecture is also not a Conceptual Structure. 
5. Architecture is not a Model. Models are sentences 
interpreted into structures. (The sentences express concepts or 
theories.) Consequently, if architecture is a model; it is then a 
structure, which as previously noted is not the case.  
6. Architecture is not Embodiment into Elements and 
Relations. The axiomatic definition associates structural type 
with other architectural properties that can be implemented by 
that type. In some respects, this is similar to the idea of 
'embodiment'. However, the embodiment of a property (or 
concept) into elements and relations (i.e. a relational structure) 
would be an architectural model (in the sense of Tarski). Thus, 
the use of the term embodiment in the adopted definition risks 
confusion between architecture and model. 
7. Architecture is not a Class. As noted above, properties 
define a class but are distinct from the class they define. In 
Appendix I there are further details of the mathematics that 
underlie the definitions.  
In summary, models are interpretations of sentences (e.g. 
theories or concepts) into structures. Architecture defines the 
type of structure to be used as well as further properties that 
must be satisfied (e.g. constraints and other relations); but is 
not itself the structure. An architectural class is an 
implementation of the type and properties. Given an object of 
interest, Architecture is then the basis for constructing models 
that describe or define the object. Using the high level of 
abstraction in the axiomatic definition, architecture can be 
applied anywhere in the system lifecycle where there is 
structure. The mathematical foundation of the axiomatic 
definition provides distinction between key terms related to 
architecture. 
IV. ARCHITECTURE DEFINITION AND SYSTEM DESIGN 
The precepts of MDA can be extended to engineering in a 
straightforward way. A precise definition of engineering will 
be introduced in Section IV-B in order to properly use the 
axiomatic definitions for this purpose. Recall that in this paper, 
Essential Architecture Definition is a fundamental technical 
process in which architecture for a system is specified by 
defining the terms and relations in the axiomatic definitions 
using domain knowledge. As formalized in Appendix I-C, the 
process involves: (i) defining theories (concepts) relevant to 
an interrelational structure, (ii) specifying the symbols for the 
language associated with the theories, and (iii) specifying fully 
interpreted models of the theories. 
A. COMPARISON WITH MODEL DRIVEN 
ARCHITECTURE    
Essential Architecture Definition is at a higher level of 
abstraction than architecture definition in currently adopted 
standards. Consequently, the process can be applied broadly 
to the specification of a system throughout its life cycle; and 
not just as a transition or transformation between requirements 
definition and system design. For example, when ‘intent’ is 
included as knowledge of the system, the process can be 
applied to requirements definition. The level of abstraction in 
Essential Architecture Definition will therefore be seen to 
support an extension of the OMG MDA to an architecture for 
design and development that encompasses both hardware and 
software.  
When the OMG MDA is implemented for a software 
system using UML, functionality of the system can be 
specified by means of Use Case diagrams and behavior 
through Activity diagrams. These represent models in the PIM 
for the system model. They can also be represented in terms 
of Conceptual Structures. A comparison between the two 
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representations will help to further express relations between 
key terms associated with architecture and system (as defined 
in Section I). 
The comparison begins by using the axiomatic definition of 
architecture to specify functionality of a system using a 
relational type of structure and then introducing structure of 
interactional type. Functionality will be implemented in two 
classes of structure of that same type. (Note that this 
specification of functionality is an example of pairing a 
property with a structural type which is implemented by a 
class.) Each class will be useful for engineering but in different 
ways. One will be a class of conceptual structure; and the other 
will be an object oriented class (a Use Case) which can be used 
in the software PIM. The quantitative constraints to which the 
system must comply will be captured through interpretation of 
the conceptual structure. The use of common sentences 
interpreted into these structures (which are of the same type) 
will result in equivalent models and assure concordance within 
the system architecture. 
In MDA as well as in top down system engineering 
processes, the functionality of a system of interest is a starting 
point for architecture and design. Functionality is the property 
of being suited to serve a purpose well (i.e. being fit for 
purpose). System functionality is determined by what the 
system does. In a purely external view of the system (i.e. as a 
‘black box’), what the system does is associated with its 
interactions with its environment. The Use Case diagram 
depicted in Fig. 2 in object-oriented modeling represents the 
relationship between functionality and interactions 
graphically. 
 
Figure 2. Interpreting a Use Case as a Conceptual Graph 
 
The general form of the type of use case in the figure is a 
verb – noun phrase that associates an actor that interacts with 
the system by means of the use case. Because the verb 
establishes a relation between the system and actor, the phrase 
is a monadic predicate and therefore a relational type. A use 
case diagram can also be interpreted as a conceptual graph in 
a straightforward way that is also illustrated in the figure. This 
type of use case can be represented as an interpretation of the 
sentence, ‘system interacts with actor’. The verb phrase is 
‘interacts with’ and the actor is the noun. The structure 
represented by the diagram is a partially interpreted model of 
the sentence. A similar type of use case could be based on 
either of the sentences, ‘actor interacts with system’ or ‘actor 
uses system’. Specific examples will be given in Section V. 
The use case diagram in the figure uses a similar but 
different graphical syntax to express the interaction relation 
between the system and the actor. The association line 
between the actor and the use case asserts an interaction 
relation between the system and actor; but the details are in the 
verb-noun phrase of the use case, which is seen to be inside 
the system boundary (the rectangle). In this functional 
representation of the system, there are not yet system elements 
but rather only relations that belong to the system being 
specified. 
So-called graphical models such as the diagrams in Fig. 2 
then represent a mathematical relational structure of edges and 
vertices [28] into which sentences have been interpreted. The 
vertices are sometimes called the nodes of the graph. For the 
graphs in Fig. 2, there are two entities (the actor and the 
system). The conceptual graph depicts a binary relation 
between the two entities. Each node in this example is either 
an entity or a relation. The edges of the conceptual graph serve 
only to associate the nodes but otherwise have no meaning. 
The conceptual graph in the figure is then an occurrence of an 
interpretation of a sentence into a relational structure; hence a 
representation of a model.  
Therefore, graphical models of functionality such as those 
depicted in Fig. 2 represent sentences interpreted into 
structures whose type is ‘graphical’. These then represent 
models of a functional architecture for a system. 
This application of Essential Architecture Definition not 
only results in concordant models of functional architecture; it 
also gives new insight into the meaning of a Use Case. When 
a system is considered to be a set endowed with an 
interrelational structure, the use cases specify a relational 
structure type that is (initially) independent of the system 
elements. This is in complete agreement with what is meant 
by an MDA PIM. Furthermore, the definition process is 
crossing into what can be called (essential) system definition 
by specifying structural type and details. This is an example of 
the complementary nature of the axiomatic definitions of 
architecture and system that was referred to in Section I-B: 
system and architecture are joined by structural type. Because 
the specification of use cases is regarded as part of 
requirements definition, this is also an example of how 
Essential Architecture Definition can be applied broadly to the 
specification of a system throughout its life cycle.  
As for the specification of system behavior, the Activity 
Diagram represents a set of procedural system activities to be 
executed (i.e. a process). These can be thought of as actions 
taken by the system that contribute to what the system does to 
achieve its purpose. A simple example is depicted in Fig. 3. 
Activity Diagrams can be associated with a use case for the 
system to represent what a system is intended to do and at a 
behavioral level, how it will be done.  
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The flow illustrated in the figure also represents a simple 
control structure. The type is sequential. Each action is 
executed in the order depicted. The flow in the diagram has an 
initial node and an end node, which correspond to the start and 
finish of the process. There are two other types of fundamental 
control structures: decision branching and loops. Thus, there 
are three fundamental structural types which can be 
constrained or further defined to specify architectural 
properties that define classes of behavior to be represented in 
Activity Diagrams.  
 
Figure 3. Activity Diagram 
 
The specification of system behavior is therefore seen to be 
accomplished using the Essential Architecture Definition 
process. The sequential control structure is a simple relational 
structure; but the decision nodes of the other two types 
introduce interrelationships between the actions, i.e. ‘relations 
between relations’. This is similar to the inclusion relation in 
the use case example that will be discussed in Section V-B. 
Behavior modeling is the interpretation of sentences into 
structures developed from the three fundamental types. 
Similar to the use of language in the Use Case diagram, each 
type can be associated with a fundamental sentence. For 
example, in the sequential type of control, the sentence would 
be, “Do Action 1, then do Action 2 … and stop when all 
actions have been done.’ The decision branch is given by, “If 
Condition P is true then do Action 1; else do Action 2.” The 
loops are based on, “Do Action until Condition P is true,” for 
repetition loops; and “While Condition P is true, do Action,” 
for while loops.  
Although the creation of behavioral models from the three 
structural types is straightforward, it should be noted that 
interrelations will pose problems for creation of conceptual 
structures for the flows in the Activity Diagrams. This will be 
discussed further in Section V-B. 
In practice, software engineers will begin at the lowest level 
of abstraction, which is language (e.g. sentences concerned 
with requirements) and diagrams. Rules for composition will 
govern the construction of the so-called graphical models of 
the system (i.e. the diagrams) that represent system structure. 
Nonetheless, this structure must conform to a behavioral 
architecture of the system which with the functional 
architecture are sufficient to specify the architecture of the 
PIM. 
In MDA, System Design is accomplished by transforming 
the models belonging to the PIM into PSM models. New 
concepts are introduced in each PSM that steps the software 
architecture closer to implementation. In the abstractions of 
the axiomatic definitions, system design is then concerned 
with further constraining of a class of architecture into 
ultimately what is called an isomorphism class. By analogy; in 
plane geometry, similar triangles have the same form but need 
not be congruent (isomorphic). An isomorphism class is like a 
‘build-to’ blueprint; which may be appropriate for final design 
specification; but is not necessarily the end state of an 
architecture definition process. 
B. MODEL DRIVEN SYSTEM DESIGN 
The nature of engineering has been considered in [9] based on 
its evolution in the context of Western civilization [29]. 
Engineering of a product begins with craft but must be honed 
using the laws of science for precision and repeatability in 
commercial production. The following definition aligns well 
with the axiomatic definitions that have been proposed: 
 
Engineering is a practice of concept realization in which 
relations between structure and functionality are modeled 
using the laws of science for the purpose of solving a problem 
or exploiting an opportunity. 
 
It is worth noting the shift towards an architectural viewpoint 
in this definition. The association of structure and property 
(i.e. functionality) conforms to the pairing in the axiomatic 
definition of architecture. Also, rather than focus on 
functionality and behavior, as MDA does with the PIM; the 
emphasis is on structure and functionality. In the higher level 
of abstraction of the axiomatic definitions; behavior is a 
specific type of structure and functionality is an architectural 
property.  
As with other terms defined in this paper, there are 
numerous definitions and multiple relevant standards; e.g. [15] 
and [30]. Most consider the commercial and life-cycle aspects 
of engineering. These include definition and management of 
the system configuration, translation of system definition into 
work breakdown structures, etc. Engineering as defined above 
is fundamental, subsistent, and intended to be complementary 
to the standards; not to be a replacement.  
In the above definition, relations between the structure and 
functionality of a system are the basis for concept realization. 
The centrality of the term ‘concept’ to both architecture and 
engineering makes possible the definition of a process for 
system development that mirrors the underlying process of 
MDA for software development. This will be termed as Model 
Driven System Design (MDSD) and the process is depicted in 
Fig. 4. It is based on four types of models: (i) Concept, (ii) 
Design Objectives, (iii) Design Space, and (iv) Design 
Specification. As depicted in the figure, these models are 
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linked by Quantification, Model Transformation, Analysis and 
Optimization, and Assurance. MDSD is not intended to be an 
end-to-end lifecycle process for system development. 
 
Figure 4. Model Driven System Design 
 
Requirements can be regarded as concepts about the system 
and also linked with system architecture. In this way, 
requirements and other concepts about the system can be used 
as the starting point for MDSD. It should be noted that 
Requirements Definition is one of the two most used technical 
processes in the practice of MBSE [31] with Architecture 
Definition being the other. 
In modern software and engineering practice, the 
architecture of a system is generally considered to be the first 
artifact of design [32]. In MDA for example, the original 
definition of system architecture [33] was given as follows, 
 
 The architecture of a system is a specification of the parts 
and connectors of the system and the rules for the interaction 
of the parts using the connectors. 
 
This definition is at the MDA PSM level of specification 
and therefore can be regarded as a first artifact of design in 
MDA. This is a narrower focus of architecture than proposed 
in the axiomatic definition.  
For MDSD, the Essential Architecture Definition process 
can be applied to but is not limited to Concept Definition and 
specification of Design Space Architecture, the models of 
which become the subject of analysis and optimization for 
Design Specification. Thus, the outcomes of architecture 
definition as conceived in this paper can include the early 
artifacts of system design but are not limited to these. 
C. CONSTRAINT DRIVEN DESIGN 
The engineering and design of complex systems can be driven 
by constraints on design objectives such as stakeholder 
requirements or compliance to regulations. This type of 
constraint can impose limitations on the design space. 
Constraint Driven Design (CDD) is a system design approach 
in in which design objective constraints are a central concern. 
A solution obtained from such a design approach aims to 
satisfy all design objective constraints [34]. 
CDD conforms to MDSD in a mathematically natural way. 
When the system requirements (to include design objective 
constraints) are specified using conceptual structures; the 
quantification of concepts into design objectives can result in 
mathematical relations. For a given design objective 𝑧 , the 
simplest type of constraint is in the form 𝑧 ≤  𝑐. This could be, 
for example, a mathematical interpretation of the concept “the 
measurement z of a specified emission must be less than or 
equal to a regulatory constraint c.”  
The design space typically comprises several design 
variables (which are also sometimes referred to as factors). For 
each variable x, constraints of the form 𝑎 ≤  𝑥 ≤  𝑏  are 
imposed. This can be based on domain knowledge, for 
example. Each constrained one-dimensional factor of the 
design space will be in the form of such an interval. As a 
concept, design variable constraints are represented 
graphically in Fig. 5 and specified by  
[𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒] → (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) → [𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠] 
(3) 
In a two-dimensional design space, constraints of this type 
on each factor will be in the form of a rectangle, which is 
referred to as a feasible region. A two- or higher dimensional 
‘rectangle’ formed by constraint relations on each variable 
such as (3) is called an orthotope in multi-dimensional 
Euclidean space. If these are the only constraints on the design 
space, the design specification permits independent choices of 
values for each design variable (within the orthotope). Design 
decisions can be made ‘one factor at a time’ because of the 
independence. 
 
 
Figure 5. Conceptual Graph of a Constraint Model Transformation. The 
bounded regions are for illustrating the concordance with the ROSETTA 
matrix depicted in Fig.11 and explained in Section V-C. 
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The feasible region though is usually constrained by further 
relations. Joint constraints on the objectives can impart further 
relations on the design variables that can change the geometry 
of the feasible region in ways that complicate the specification 
of the individual design variables. 
 These imparted relations can arise from relations between 
design objectives and design variables, for example a response 
surface 𝑓 ∶  𝑋 → 𝑍 that is based on models from engineering 
or science. However, the (joint) specification of continuous 
design variables should always be in the form of an orthotope. 
This is a central focus for CDD. 
The CDD model transformation derives from the mapping 
𝑓ିଵ ∶ 𝑃(𝑍) 𝑃(𝑋)  where 𝑃(∙)  denotes power set. For the 
elementary example of a one-dimensional response surface, a 
constraint given by 𝑓(𝑥) ≤  𝑐  (for a given 𝑥  in the feasible 
region) implies a condition on the design specification: 𝑎௜ ≤
𝑥 ≤ 𝑏௜for each individual design factor. Fig. 5 is a conceptual 
graph of such a model transformation. CDD specifies 
transformations like this in order to implement MDSD. Fig. 6 
depicts the how the imparted relations can affect the geometry 
of the feasible region for two key design variables in the 
emissions case study in Section V. 
 
Figure 6. ADAS Architecture Definition: Constrained Design Space 
 
In general, every orthotope that satisfies the transformation 
of objective constraints into the feasible region is therefore a 
candidate solution (design specification) for the associated 
CDD problem. This family of orthotopes forms an 
interrelational structure on the constrained feasible region 
determined by the CDD transformation. This defines a 
structural type that can be called constraint driven structure 
(of the design space).  
The processes of interpreting concepts into design 
objectives followed by CDD model transformation into the 
design space are examples of technical processes for Essential 
Architecture Definition as given in the Introduction and noted 
at the beginning of this section of the paper. 
D. APPLICATION TO ADAS WITH EMISSION CONTROL 
A motivational example for the emissions control problem of 
Section V will now be offered at a simplest possible level to 
illustrate the interplay of model theory with architecture 
definition. A design space for an advanced driver assistance 
system (ADAS) will be architected to integrate an emissions 
control function with an existing cruise control system. A 
modular system architecture will be assumed for which the 
integrated solution does not require redesign of the existing 
control system. Essential Architecture Definition will be used 
to define an architecture for the Design Space. 
Two design objective constraints will be specified for 
emissions and two design variables for the engine. In this 
simplified problem, the two objectives are 𝑧ଵ =
 COଶ emission  and 𝑧ଶ = CO emission , measured in g/km. 
The constraints are 𝑧ଵ ≤ 30  and 𝑧ଶ ≤ 100 . The design 
variables will be engine speed, 𝑥ଵ , revolutions per minute 
(RPM) and engine torque, 𝑥ଶ , Newton-meters (Nm). An 
engine map has been measured for the state space 1600 ≤
 𝑥ଵ ≤  2000  and 100 ≤  𝑥ଶ ≤  240 . As a mathematical 
mapping, the map is defined by response surfaces 𝑓(𝑥ଵ, 𝑥ଶ) =
 𝑧ଵ  and 𝑔(𝑥ଵ, 𝑥ଶ) =  𝑧ଶ . In practice, the map is normally a 
table of discrete measurements. 
As previously noted, the outcome of CDD model 
transformation is the shaded region of the design space 
displayed in Fig. 6 by the transformation of the constrained 
objectives into engine torque and engine speed through the 
inverse mappings of the two response surfaces. The ADAS 
cruise control functionality includes providing torque 
demands to the engine to: (i) maintain a constant vehicle speed 
(which in a fixed gear corresponds to a constant engine speed); 
and (ii) accelerate the vehicle (which in a fixed gear 
corresponds to increasing the engine speed).  
The integration strategy is for the ADAS system to mediate 
the torque demanded by the driver before it is communicated 
to the existing cruise control system. The demanded torque 
presented to the system may need to be reduced in order to 
ensure the emissions constraints are not violated.  
At the start of either a constant speed cruise or an 
acceleration action, the engine is initially at a given (RPM, 
torque) point within the shaded region in Fig. 6. The simplest 
initial point to start from would be towards the center of the 
region. When the demand for increased torque is sent to the 
engine; the outcome will be increased RPM. If the engine state 
starts from near the center, then there is no need to manage the 
relation between torque states and engine speed (for the 
purpose emissions control) until the engine state approaches 
one of the two boundaries. Thus, keeping the engine in a 
rectangular region (a two dimensional orthotope) within the 
constrained design space is a simple and easy method to 
integrate the ADAS functionality with the control system.  
Any rectangle that fits within the shaded region is in 
principle suitable for specifying a region of control, i.e. a set 
of combinations of engine torque values and speeds that 
comply with the constrained design space. Rectangular 
regions such as these are orthotopes (in two dimensions, in this 
case). They are the basis for the interrelational structure of the 
constrained design space as well as design specification.  
There are infinitely many orthotopes, two of which are 
depicted in Fig. 7. The ‘tall narrow’ orthotope reflects 
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allowing for maximum variation in torque but only in a narrow 
range of engine speeds. The restriction in engine speeds 
(which is seen by the narrowness of the orthotope) would be 
appropriate for the function of maintaining a narrow range of 
constant vehicle speeds on hills. The mediation of torque 
demands should be minimal in this case, as the existing cruise 
control system will manage the engine speed to maintain a 
constant vehicle speed. If the initial engine state has a speed 
greater than 1600 RPM, a different orthotope will need to be 
selected towards the right of the one in the figure. This will 
necessarily reduce the vertical extent of the orthotope, and 
consequently the range of torque demands permitted. 
 
Figure 7. Architecture of ADAS Design Space 
 
A more ‘balanced’ orthotope is also shown in the figure; but 
it clearly reduces the range of torque outputs permitted. This 
orthotope could also be useful for the function of accelerating 
because the increase in engine speed for much of the region is 
not at risk of taking the engine state past the constraints on 
emissions.  
It is also worth noting that the two orthotopes in Fig. 7 enjoy 
the property of maximality with the constraint driven structure 
of the design space. This does not mean that either of the 
orthotopes is the ‘maximum’; but rather neither of them can 
be contained by another orthotope that conforms to the 
constraints. In other words, an orthotope is maximal if any 
other orthotope that contains it must violate at least one of the 
constraints on the design space. 
The result is a reduced interrelational structure formed of 
‘maximal’ orthotopes. Identifying this family of orthotopes as 
a desirable (if not required) feature of candidate design 
solutions marks a completion of Essential Architecture 
Definition in the MDSD process for this example. From the 
viewpoint of engineering practice, specifying architecture for 
the design space can therefore help to point the designer as to 
where to find suitable solutions. 
This motivational example illustrates how the process of 
Essential Architecture Definition can guide the designer in the 
selection and specification of models based on structural types 
and architectural properties. The practical nature of the 
example also illustrates how the definition process for a 
system need not be a linear process. The designer is free to 
think in terms of models and later consider what types of 
structure they have been expressed in. For conceptual integrity 
and architectural concordance in design iterations though, 
structural types and architectural properties should be 
specified as early as possible.  
Architecture definition as demonstrated in this example is 
then seen as a general structuring process that provides a basis 
for modeling (among other things). The interplay between 
architecture definition and the specification of models is 
central to engineering practice as defined in this section. The 
structural types that have been used are inherently simple but 
require insight, if not deep understanding of the system. 
Specifying the right types of structure is therefore critical to 
system design. There will be many models of the system 
developed from interpretations into the structures. Assurance 
of the concordance of these models with the architecture is 
enabled through precise intuitive definitions and the essential 
definition process.  
V. EMISSIONS REDUCTION CASE STUDY 
The case study will develop a high level design for an 
emissions control system (ECS) that will demonstrate the 
engineering utility of the definitions and processes offered in 
this paper. The design will feature but be limited to a high level 
object-oriented PIM level specification for the ECS software 
and a calibration method that can be used to reduce emissions. 
The object-oriented models for the MDA PIM will be linked 
to engineering models for engine calibration using conceptual 
structures as in Section IV. As previously noted, this provides 
conceptual integrity and architectural concordance (in the 
ECS). The case study will then introduce recent advancements 
in commercial quality calibration methods [35] by building on 
the design space architecture for the ADAS in Section IV. The 
methods correspond to the analysis and optimization activities 
of MDSD. Algorithms can be implemented using a relational-
oriented mathematical framework that can accommodate 
structures associated maximal orthotopes in the design space. 
The high level PIM level specification for the ECS software 
will expose a limitation to the use of conceptual structures for 
system modeling. Nonetheless, the structures are useful for 
populating the mathematical framework while maintaining 
concordance within the ECS system architecture. The case 
study concludes with a consideration of how the definitions 
and processes also can be part of systems engineering 
standards.  
A. ENGINE CALIBRATION PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In the case study, the problem to be solved is that emissions 
from automotive diesel engines must not exceed regulatory 
constraints when the vehicle is driven in a variety of profiles 
such as those specified in [36]. The primary source of 
emissions originates from inefficient combustion in the engine 
that leads to undesired chemical products such as nitrogen 
oxides (NOX). In modern diesel engine cars, emissions are 
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often reduced using aftertreatment technologies such as Diesel 
Particulate Filters and Lean NOX-Traps.  
One approach to improving the efficiency of the chemical 
reactions that occur within the engine combustion chambers is 
to design an optimal engine map. In order to achieve current 
regulatory constraints, a lower-level engine map is used that 
involves tuning of the engine calibration parameters, such as 
Mass Air Flow (MAF), Fuel Rail Pressure (FRP), and Low 
Pressure Exhaust Gas Recirculation (LP-EGR).  
The ECS controls emissions (indirectly) through the 
provision of calibration data to the engine. This is basis of the 
functionality of the ECS. When the ECS is considered as a 
system in this case study, it will have direct interactions with 
the engine and an ADAS which mediates commands from the 
driver to the engine, and which informs the ECS of the 
commands sent. The system elements will be an electronic 
control unit with associated software applications and an 
engine map. The functionality and behavior of the ECS will 
be the subject of Section IV-B. The association of calibration 
methods for managing the engine map will be the subject of 
Section IV-C. (See Appendix III for further details of the 
engine calibration and emissions problem.)    
B. SPECIFICATION OF A HIGH-LEVEL MDA PIM 
MDA development focuses first on the functionality and 
behavior of a system by means of a platform-independent 
model (PIM) that separates application logic from underlying 
platform technology. As in Section IV, a use case diagram will 
be specified for system functionality and an activity diagram 
for system behavior. For simplicity, different levels of 
abstraction will be used: the ADAS will be included in the 
activity diagram but not the use case diagram. Also, the 
emissions will not be included in the activity diagram. (The 
diagrams are an output of architecture definition as previously 
discussed.) Software implementation and PSM level details of 
this elementary software architecture for the ECS will not be 
pursued. These are routine in MDA. The modeling 
implications for system architecture in the case study are of 
greater interest than the modeling details. 
 
Figure 8. Use Case Diagram for the ECS 
 
Each of the two use cases in Fig. 8 depicts something that 
the ECS system is intended to do: (i) control emissions (from 
the engine), and (ii) provide calibrations (to the engine). Each 
is an ‘interaction’ relation between the system and an ‘actor’ 
(in this example, the engine or its emissions). An inclusion 
relation between the two use cases is used to model the indirect 
effect of the ECS on emissions. As in Section IV, the use cases 
depict a relational structure comprising two relations that are 
an interpretation of system functionality.   
As in Section IV-A Fig. 2, two conceptual graphs can be 
constructed that also interpret the sentences associated with 
the use cases. The result is depicted in Fig. 9. The two 
conceptual graphs (which are joined by the ECS) also 
represent a relational structure comprising the two relations 
that are an interpretation of system functionality. This view of 
system functionality is external to the ECS (i.e., interactions 
with its environment). Internal details of the system are 
suppressed.  
 
Figure 9. Conceptual Graph for ECS Functionality 
 
However, when the two figures are closely compared, it is 
apparent that Fig. 8 has also a relation of inclusion between 
the two use cases, which cannot be captured as a relation in the 
conceptual graph in Fig. 9. (The syntax of a conceptual graph 
must conform to the Predicate Calculus and therefore only 
permits relations between entities (concepts).) Inclusion is an 
example of interrelationship (in this case, a relation between 
two relations).  
The functional structure of the ECS is therefore represented 
in Fig. 8 by two relations (use cases) and one interrelation 
(inclusion). Note then that interaction is sufficient to define 
system functionality but not sufficient to define the functional 
structure of the system (when the internal details are 
considered).  
The structure represented in Fig. 8 is an example of an 
object-oriented structure that can be used to model the 
interrelations of the system (as defined in the Introduction). A 
mathematical definition of the term interrelation is provided in 
Appendix I-C (Category Theory).  
The interrelational structure represented in Fig. 8 creates an 
association between system and architecture (as noted in the 
Introduction). Systems endowed with a structure of this class 
are said to conform to the functional architecture of the ECS.   
It should also be noted that the use case relations depicted 
in the conceptual graph (Fig. 9) and the use case diagram (Fig. 
8) are semantic predicates. As depicted, the statements in the 
figures are undecidable. They are sentences that have partially 
interpreted models in the sense of Tarski theory. There is not 
yet enough information to determine if the predicate sentence 
(e.g. a well-formed formula quantified by an existential 
operator) is true or false (in the domain). The engineering 
problem is to specify the system (model) at a level of detail 
from which it can be realized in conformance to the functional 
architecture as well as other defined requirements. This 
validates the fully interpreted model; and is concept 
realization. 
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An Activity Diagram must also be given to complete the 
specification of the PIM. The influence of the ECS on the 
emissions from the engine is achieved by its use of the Engine 
Map and a provision of calibrations in real time to the engine.  
The diagram in Fig. 10 represents the high level behavior of 
the ECS in its relation to the ADAS and engine. It depicts a 
structure that has been realized through structures of 
sequential type. As noted in Section IV-A, this type of 
structure could also be represented in a conceptual graph; but 
this will not be needed in this case study. 
Use Case and Activity Diagrams represent the functionality 
and behavior in the PIM for the software architecture of the 
ECS. Specifying a calibration method will complete the 
design. 
 
Figure 10. ECS Activity Diagram 
C. STRUCTURES FOR CALIBRATION METHOD DESIGN 
In this and the next section, the Relational Oriented Systems 
Engineering Technology Tradeoff and Analysis (ROSETTA) 
framework and Axiomatic Design [37] will be integrated to 
show how a calibration method can be developed to seek 
robust calibrations for emissions control. In a modern 
automotive vehicle, dozens of calibration factors must be 
considered; but in practice, a dozen or fewer dominant factors 
are typically sought. These will become the design variables 
in an MDSD problem. As with the ADAS example, maximal 
orthotopes for these variables will be identified within a 
constrained design space. For simplification, the problem will 
be reduced to three design objectives and three design 
variables that are joined together by three response surfaces.  
A matrix formulation of ROSETTA provides a 
mathematical implementation of MDSD that is a framework 
similar to the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) House of 
Quality [38]; but can be used to translate expert opinion into 
mathematical relations. For this reason, the name of the 
framework bears an intentional similarity to the Rosetta stone 
which provided the means to interpret between the Greek, 
Egyptian and Hieroglyphics demotic languages. In the 
Essential Architecture Definition process, ROSETTA 
provides a facility for interpretation of models between 
systems engineering and systems (and software) architecting. 
It supports rigorous development of structures for system 
design as in the example in Section IV-D. ROSETTA will be 
used to extend constrained design spaces as in Fig. 6 to higher 
dimensional spaces.    
A mathematical implementation of MDSD using 
ROSETTA is depicted in Fig. 11, where model 
transformations like the one in the conceptual graph of Fig. 5 
are depicted in relational form. The binary relations depicted 
in the matrix formulation correspond to those in the conceptual 
graph. Unlike ordinary matrix algebra, the elements of the 
matrices in a ROSETTA framework are binary relations rather 
than numbers. The matrices represent a structural type of 
binary relationship.  
 
Figure 11. ROSETTA framework for emissions control 
 
The M-matrix depicts three design objectives (emissions) 
constrained by regulations. Each matrix element denoted by 
the symbol, ≤, identifies a binary relation of the form 𝑧௜ ≤ 𝑐௜, 
from row-to-column. The Q-matrix depicts the relationships 
between the design objectives and the design variables, which 
are mathematically approximated by a set of response surfaces 
given by 𝑧௜ =  𝑓௜ (𝑥ଵ, 𝑥ଶ, 𝑥ଷ) . In particular, each matrix 
element in the Q-matrix depicts the sensitivity between a pair 
of 𝑧௜ and 𝑥௝. This is pictorially represented by a local gradient 
line at an initial design point. The gradient line slopes are 
calculated by taking the partial derivative, (𝜕𝑧௜)/(𝜕𝑥௝) , of the 
response surface at the initial design point. In this specific 
example, the response surfaces are approximated by pure-
quadratic functions of the form: 
𝑧௜ = 𝛽଴ + ∑ 𝛽௝𝑥௝ +ே௝ୀଵ ∑ 𝛽௝௝(𝑥௝)ଶே௝ୀଵ              (4) 
The sets of normalized coefficients, 𝛽, as presented in Table I, 
have been derived from an engine test bed for an engine speed 
of 1350 RPM and a torque demand of 25 Nm. As such, the 
slopes of the local gradients are determined by the expression: 
డ௭೔
డ௫ೕ
ฬ
௫ೕୀ௫ೕబ
= 𝛽௝ + 2𝛽௝௝𝑥௝଴                        (5) 
where the initial design value for 𝑥௝ is denoted by 𝑥௝଴ 
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When model transformations like the one in the conceptual 
graph depicted in Fig. 5 are applied, i.e. transforming 𝑧௜ ≤ 𝑐௜ 
inversely through the response surface 𝑧௜ =  𝑓௜  (𝑥ଵ, 𝑥ଶ, 𝑥ଷ) ; 
the result, similar to that in Fig. 5, is three constraints on each 
design variable of the form 𝑥௝ ≤ 𝑑௝  or 𝑥௝ ≥ 𝑑௝ . The binary 
relationship between the elements of the M-matrix is 
inequality, as it is for the N-matrix. It should be noted that each 
response surface creates a distinct N-matrix. The collection of 
all these matrices represents a relational structure on the 
design space of the 𝑥௝. The three matrices have been overlaid 
in the figure into one integrated matrix in order to simplify the 
visualization. 
Intuitively, in a simple linear case, one would expect that 
the resultant constraints on a design variable are consistent 
with each other in whenever the gradients are in the same 
directions (e.g. 𝑧ଶ and 𝑧ଷ for 𝑥ଵ in Fig. 11). However, due to 
the non-linearity of this problem, it need not be the case that 
directionality of the gradient determines the direction of 
inequality in the N-Matrix. (Note this in the first two columns.) 
The directionality of the inequality is determined by the 
inverse function mappings. On the other hand, the sensitivities 
in the third column support qualitative reasoning such as is 
practised in QFD but with rigor. Specifically, the system 
designer would not expect the  𝑥ଷ  variable to contribute 
interrelationally to design constraints. In higher dimension 
multi-objective multi-attribute problems, this provides a 
method to reduce complexity in the system analysis. 
Therefore, ROSETTA can be used both to structure 
information and to manage complexity.  
D. SPECIFICATION OF A CALIBRATION METHOD 
The use of maximal orthotopes, as in Fig. 7, can be extended 
to the emissions problem. ROSETTA and the Nam Suh 
Axiomatic Design theory have been integrated to develop 
algorithms to seek maximal orthotopes of calibrations 
derived from an engine map to be provided to the engine in 
real time, as in the Activity Diagram depicted in Fig. 10. One 
of the methods used by both Axiomatic Design and QFD is 
to rank the variables by their sensitivities (captured in the Q 
matrix.)  
The result is a recent advancement in commercial quality 
calibration methods that has been published in a patent with 
Jaguar Land Rover [35] to which the reader is referred for 
details of the algorithm. The essential idea is to rank the 
variables then create a maximal orthotope one factor at a time 
by pushing each factor to its constraint limit in the order of 
the ranking. Because of the interrelationships between the 
design variables (which in the case study are calibration 
factors), every step of the process reduces the available 
design space. Fig. 12 depicts a maximal orthotope associated 
with Fig. 11. 
 
Figure 12. A Maximal Orthotope for Emissions Control 
 
E. MODEL-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
STANDARDS  
The concepts of CDD are therefore seen to have substantive 
engineering utility in the context of MBSE based on relational 
structures formed of constraints on design objectives that are 
transformed into structures in the design space. The utility was 
also seen in the motivating example of the ADAS with 
emissions control in Section IV-D. The engineering utility of 
the axiomatic definitions and the architecture definition 
process offered in this paper have been clearly demonstrated. 
Standardization of terms and concepts in MBSE can also 
benefit from the definitions, architecture definition process, 
and mathematical interpretations put forth in this paper. 
A standard that provides evidence of this claim is the OMG 
UPR: the UML Profile for ROSETTA, in reference to its 
underlying mathematical foundation (the Relational Oriented 
Systems Engineering Technology Tradeoff and Analysis 
framework) [34]. The profile specifies a comprehensive 
facility to structure information in support of model-based 
analysis for architecture optimization and system design. The 
facility can also support efficient and effective transformation 
of the system architecture into detailed system design. Such a 
facility could be used, for example, to capture and structure 
information from a system model for a complex system like 
that of the calibration problem for emissions reduction. 
UPR supports information structuring for the quantification 
and model transformation portions of MDSD as depicted in 
Fig. 4 but was not intended to define new techniques for 
model-based analysis and optimization. The implementation 
of CDD through ROSETTA, on the other hand, was intended 
as a new technique. Information captured through a UPR 
facility can be used to populate the framework in a way that 
maintains conceptual integrity of the various models of 
interest. 
UPR comprises five normative packages: (i) Foundations, 
(ii) Operators, (iii) Design Objective Constraints, (iv) Design 
TABLE I 
RESPONSE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS 
 β0 β1 Β2 Β3 β11 Β22 Β33 
CO2 5.97 -1.21 -11.31 -0.07 0.30 6.27 0.03 
NOx -4.01 6.53 2.89 -0.24 -2.37 -1.72 0.03 
Soot 1.22 -0.34 -0.42 -0.02 0.27 0.27 0.03 
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Variable Constraints, and (v) Relational Structure. Operator 
and Constraint stereotypes provide interpretations into UML 
of each of the binary relations in Fig. 5 for CDD model 
transformation. The mapping 𝑓(𝑥) in the figure can also be 
interpreted when it is in the form of a polynomial response 
surface as in Fig. 11 and Table I.  
Therefore, conceptual graphs as in Fig. 5, matrix arrays as 
in Fig. 11, and the UPR diagrams (that implement its 
stereotypes) can be used to implement models in structures of 
constraint driven type as introduced in Section IV-C. The 
axiomatic definitions for structure and architecture together 
with the explanation of Tarski model theory and conceptual 
structures in Section III offer a mathematical basis for UPR.   
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Based on elementary intuitive definitions complemented by 
mathematical interpretation, an architecture definition process 
has been offered that is fundamental and can be applied 
throughout the life cycle of a system. Specifically, the process 
involves: (i) defining theories, (ii) specifying the symbols for 
the language associated with the theories, and (iii) specifying 
fully interpreted models of the theories.  
Essential Architecture Definition provides a general 
structuring process. Its validity has been demonstrated through 
several elementary examples in the course of system and 
software design practice. Engineering utility has been 
demonstrated in a case study on recent advancements in 
commercial quality calibration methods for diesel engine 
emissions. The mathematical basis of the definition process 
and the key terms (structure, architecture, and system) was 
further seen to support standardization in MBSE. It was also 
used in an explanatory way to refine the usage of the term 
architecture in the OMG MDATM (Model Driven 
Architecture); and the relations between concept, symbol, and 
referent in the ‘meaning triangle’. 
Ambiguities in the terms associated with Architecture have 
been clarified through mathematical interpretation. Models are 
interpretations of sentences (concepts and theories) into 
structures. Architecture defines structural type and properties 
to be implemented. Concepts and properties can be 
architectural but not all are. As defined in this paper, 
architecture is consistent with the currently adopted definition 
but is at a higher level of abstraction.  
When system is defined at a similar level of abstraction 
using interrelational structure, it also admits mathematical 
interpretation in a way that makes the relation between 
architecture and system clear. In this context, system is then a 
realization of architecture. The brief history and theoretical 
background in the paper offers motivation for the axiomatic 
nature of the definitions offered. 
The architecture definition process put forward in this paper 
is seen to have mathematical validity and engineering utility. 
The success of its application derives from the axiomatic 
nature of the definitions. These and the definition process 
enable effective modeling of constraint driven design 
problems for which the Object Management Group (OMG) 
has recently adopted an open international standard (UPR: the 
UML Profile for ROSETTA).  
The axiomatic definitions put forward in this paper and the 
Essential Architecture Definition process are therefore well 
founded, established in engineering and standards, and have 
demonstrated utility in both. 
The advances in this paper are being carried forward along 
lines of both research and commercialization. The research 
will further explore the use of Category Theory in architecture 
definition processes. The commercialization work will apply 
the advances to a facility for CDD and application to the 
wireless charging of electric vehicles.  
APPENDIX I: ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS 
A. CLASS AND SET THEORY 
The essential mathematics needed to reason logically about 
the axiomatic definitions is the theory of classes and sets. 
Intuitively, an axiomatic class 𝐶(𝑝) consists of all objects 
having the property 𝑝. The objects of the class are also referred 
to as members of the class.  
In a mathematical theory of sets and classes, there are two 
undefined terms whose meanings are determined by the 
axioms of set theory. These are the term class and the dyadic 
relation ‘ ∈ ’ of membership between two classes. In the 
Bernays-Gödel-von Neumann axiomatic set theory, there are 
eleven axioms. This is just one axiomatic theory (the other 
most notable being Zermelo-Frankel). It permits a consistent 
theory of both classes and sets. Dugundji [39] offers a succinct 
summary for the practitioner. 
In such a theory, the term property has a very narrow 
meaning; a formula such as 𝑝 (𝐴): 𝐴 ∈  𝐵, where 𝐴 and 𝐵 
are classes, or further expression built up from such 
formulae by negation, conjunction, disjunction and 
quantification of the class variables (for example, 
∃𝐴: 𝑝 (𝐴)) by means of the predicate calculus. The Axiom 
of Class Formation ensures that every class of sets is 
uniquely determined by its defining property 𝑝(𝑥), where 
x is a set. The mathematical objects ensured by the axiom 
are then sets. 
Sets are specializations of classes. Specifically, only those 
classes that can be members of a class are defined to be sets. 
This technical construct is used in order to avoid antinomies 
that can arise in Class Theory, such as the Russell paradox. 
Heuristically, a class can be thought of as any collection of 
objects specified by some property; and a set can be thought 
of as a class that can be regarded as single entity (an 
abstraction that admits logical or physical existence). 
Technically, a set can refer to physical objects but in itself, it 
is not a physical object. A set is an abstraction. 
Sets are therefore normally discussed in the context of a 
predefined Universal Set, which is denoted as 𝑈. The process 
of defining a set 𝑆 follows the Axiom of Class Formation: if 𝑝 
is a property such that each element of 𝑈  either does or 
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(exclusively) does not have the property 𝑝 , then all of the 
elements 𝑥 belonging to 𝑈 that have the property 𝑝 form a set, 
which is denoted by 𝑆 =  {𝑥 ∈ 𝑈: 𝑝(𝑥)}. The term property 
is associated with a declarative statement  𝑝(𝑥) ; as in the 
Propositional Calculus, e.g. ‘ 𝑥  has the property 𝑝 ’. The 
members of a set are referred to as elements of the set. 
It is important to note that despite the one-to-one 
pairing of a class (or set) with a property; the collection 
and property are not one and the same. This distinction is 
important in engineering, for example, where a set of cars 
might be attributed the property of being fast.   
It can be important in engineering (to include object 
oriented software development) to regard all those members 
of a set that have some specified characteristic as a single 
entity, i.e. to be in some sense equivalent. When this is done, 
the term property is specialized to be the term type. In object 
oriented software standards this is common practice, e.g. data 
types; and the term type is usually associated with the terms 
characteristics and features of the objects, which are intended 
to give the objects an identity. In natural language, this may 
seem to be ‘shades of gray’; but in mathematics, equivalence 
can be given a precise meaning (binary relations that are 
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive). This use of the term type 
should not be confused with other uses such as Type Theory 
which specify constructs of syntax to avoid the antinomies that 
can arise in Class Theory, or to provide hierarchical 
classifications in software. However, it is appropriate to think 
of structural type as a classifier in the (class) category of 
structures. Note that ‘relational’ is a structural type and within 
this type of structure are familiar mathematical structures such 
as algebraic and topological.   
B. Logic and Model Theory 
Modern mathematics considers Model Theory as the study of 
classes of mathematical structures from the perspective of 
mathematical logic. Model, class, and theory (hypothesis) are 
three of five elements of scientific explanation; the other two 
being entity and observation. Theory is expressed as system of 
sentences in a formal language [40]. 
In the 1930s there was an opinion that semantic notions 
such as truth and denotation should not be incorporated into a 
scientific conception of the world. Tarski’s work on truth 
summarized in e.g. [41] challenged this opinion by 
introducing formal models for representing the semantics of 
logic. Specifically, Tarski extended the interpretation of 
formulae in the propositional calculus of logic, in which 
Hartry Field [42] argued that what Tarski succeeded in doing 
was to reduce the notion of truth to certain other semantic 
notations.   
The Propositional Calculus as a language of mathematical 
logic is concerned with the calculation of truth. (The Calculus 
of Newton and Leibnitz, on the other hand, refers to the 
calculation of limits.)  
It formalizes that part of logic where the validity of an 
argument depends only on how sentences are composed and 
not on the internal meaning of the propositions. For this 
reason, it is also called the Sentence Calculus. It provides the 
basic syntax and rules for constructing well-formed formulae 
that mirror the Boolean algebra of set theory. However, it lacks 
the syntax and semantics necessary to reason about relations; 
and therefore, is inadequate for a theory of models. 
The syntax of the Predicate Calculus follows that of the 
Propositional Calculus; although it includes new symbols such 
as predicate letters to represent relations, equality (=), and 
quantifiers. Specifically, the Universal Quantifier over a 
variable 𝑥 is denoted as ∀𝑥, which is read as “for every 𝑥”; 
and the Existential Quantifier over a variable 𝑥 is denoted as 
∃𝑥 , which is read as “there exists 𝑥 ”. A sentence in the 
Predicate Calculus is defined to be a fully quantified well-
formed formula. The syntax and rules for the construction of 
sentences in the Propositional Calculus is followed in the 
Predicate Calculus by, for example, replacing propositional 
variables with predicate letters.  
As noted in the main body of the text, Tarski model theory 
offers the following simple but formal definition: a model is a 
relational structure for which the interpretation of a sentence 
in the Predicate Calculus becomes valid (true). In a purely 
logical and set-theoretic expression the validity of the model 
derives from the relational structure being a non-empty set. 
The simplicity of this formalism though is blurred when 
predicates, and their variables and constants are given 
semantics from natural language or from domain ontology. 
The term semantic predicate has been used in this paper to 
describe such situations. This is the case in conceptual 
structures and graphs. The criteria of the relational structure 
being non-empty require further interpretation of the terms.  
For example, in the statement ‘there exists a fast car’, which 
is a fully quantified predicate in natural language; several 
more details need to be provided before a truth value can be 
rendered. The set of cars in the discourse needs to be specified 
along with key characteristics, e.g. acceleration and top speed. 
A criterion for fast also needs to be specified, i.e. does fast only 
mean acceleration? Measurable values must also be specified. 
There are also fundamental limitations of the first order 
predicate calculus, which need to be considered and adhered 
to. For systems and conceptual structures, the most significant 
is that this calculus is based on relations between variables (as 
well as constants) but not between relations. The formula 
𝑃 ൫𝑄(𝑣)൯ is not a well-formed first order predicate. This was 
the reason that the inclusion relation could not be included in 
the conceptual graph in Fig. 9 of Section III-D. This is not to 
say that compositions of functions are not used routinely in 
mathematics and engineering; but rather there are issues with 
the first order predicate logic in doing so. The use of 
mathematical compositions and their relation to structures will 
be addressed in the next section of this appendix. 
To summarize, the idea of interpretation is central to the 
validation of theories (sentences) in mathematics; and has 
been extended in this paper to the validation of definitions by 
interpreting definitions of architecture and system into 
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mathematical structures. Tarski model theory is sufficient to 
provide a foundation for reasoning about the axiomatic 
definitions offered in this paper; but it should be expected that 
a semantically richer theory will be needed for a more 
complete architectural theory of engineering systems. This is 
to be expected, given the development of concepts in 
mathematics and systems theory over the twentieth century. 
At the beginning of the century, as the concepts of set theory 
began to be formalized; it was common for a set of elements 
to be regarded as a system. Dedekind, for example, regarded 
sets in this way in his well-known treatise on number theory 
[43]. At the end of the century, Lin for example proposed that 
a set M endowed with a collection of relations R to be a 
(general) system [44]. The members of M were referred to as 
the objects of the system. His definition though, S = (M, R), in 
first order model theory is only a relational structure. The 
Bertalanffy notion of a system [2] is similar to the Lin ‘general 
system’ but is semantically richer. The importance of structure 
to both definitions is clear. In the second half of the twentieth 
century, notions of structure further evolved into Category 
Theory.   
C. Category Theory 
Category Theory was first introduced in the 1940s by 
mathematicians S. Eilenberg and S. Mac Lane as a tool in 
algebraic topology [45]. The original conception of this 
subject in its birthplace of mathematics is as a tool for studying 
structural types and the relationships among different 
structural views of the same objects through maps between 
categories, called functors. Thus, it is very natural to introduce 
Category Theory into a discussion of architecture, as 
categories are a way in which to define architecture within 
pure mathematics, where categories can be thought of as 
architectural types. This is consistent with the position of 
Rosen [4], who proposed Category Theory as a framework in 
which the process of modelling can be captured. 
In recent years, Category Theory has also been used for 
constructing models in various disciplines. In computer 
science, it has been used for modelling in programming 
language semantics and domain theory [46]; and in systems 
for modelling networks such as electrical circuits and 
chemical reaction networks [47]. It has been proposed by D. 
Luzeaux as a formal foundation for systems modelling [48]. 
While this work is interesting, constructing categories as 
models misses the original potential of Category Theory as a 
framework for a much more fundamental study of systems and 
their architecture. 
Category Theory relates to both class and set theory and to 
logic and Model Theory but enriches these in terms of the 
study of structural properties and relations. By definition, a 
category is an ordered pair (𝑂, 𝑀), where 𝑂 is a collection of 
objects and M the union of collections of maps (or 
morphisms), called Hom (𝐴, 𝐵) for any two objects 𝐴, 𝐵 in 
𝑂, that satisfy certain rules of composition. Note importantly 
that the collection of objects, 𝑂, is not required to be a set. In 
fact, an important category SET, the category of sets, does not 
form a set (i.e. as noted in Appendix I-B, the ‘set of all sets’ is 
not definable as a set). 
Category Theory expands on Class Theory in an important 
way of relevance to architecture: it includes structural 
information about the collection through the specification of 
maps between the objects, morphisms that preserve their 
essential structure. For example, in the category Vect (𝑅) , 
whose objects are real vector spaces, Hom (𝐴, 𝐵) is the set of 
all linear transformations between 𝐴  and 𝐵 . This means in 
particular that a category is a structural type. 
Category Theory also relates to, but expands in an important 
way on, Model Theory. In Model Theory, a model is the image 
of a theory in a relational structure defined on a set. However, 
it is demonstrated in Section V-B that architecture definition 
requires the additional possibility of specifying relations on 
the relations, which are called interrelations. These arise both 
in Use Case Diagrams on their own, and, for example, in 
describing the interrelation between a Use Case Diagram and 
an Activity Diagrams. Thus, Model Theory is not an adequate 
mathematical theory for describing Architecture Definition. 
Relational structures do form a category, and this can be 
refined to form a new category of interrelational structures: a 
(second level) interrelational structure is a set 𝐴 together with 
a set 𝑅ଵ of relational structures on 𝐴 and a set 𝑅ଶ of relational 
structures on 𝑅ଵ. This can be continued to permit arbitrarily 
many levels of interrelations. For notational simplicity, write 
𝑅଴ for 𝐴. 
In order to tie interrelational structures back to Model 
Theory, it is useful to use a slightly different description of a 
model in logic than usual, as a triple (𝐴, 𝜎, 𝐼஺) rather than as a 
pair (𝐴, 𝑅). The set 𝐴 is the same in the two descriptions. The 
set 𝜎  is a collection of symbols representing potential 
relations, each with a specified order (unary, binary, ternary, 
etc.). The set sigma is called the signature of 𝐴. 𝐼஺ is called the 
interpretation map for 𝐴, which assigns each element of 𝜎 to 
a relation on 𝐴 . The image of 𝜎  under 𝐼஺  in the first 
description then forms the set 𝑅  of relations in the second 
description. A set of logical sentences involving the symbols 
of 𝜎 is called a theory in the signature 𝜎. The interpretation 
map 𝐼஺ can be extended to a map from any theory in 𝜎 to an 
isomorphic set of sentences related to the relational structure, 
𝑅 = 𝐼஺(𝜎), on the set, A. The triple (𝐴, 𝜎, 𝐼஺) is a model of the 
theory if the isomorphic sentences are true. Note that this 
relates to Sowa’s work on ontology: a theory in the predicate 
calculus starts out as an ontologically neutral string of symbols 
in the language of predicate calculus enriched by the symbols 
of 𝜎. It is given an ontology through the interpretation map 
that relates this language to the domain of the relational 
structure. 
Now an interrelational structure (𝐴 = 𝑅଴, 𝑅ଵ, … , 𝑅௡), gives 
a sequence of relational structures ൫𝑅௝ିଵ, 𝑅௝൯. Each of these 
can be rewritten as a triple, ൫𝑅௝ିଵ, 𝜎௝ , 𝐼௝൯. Now a sequence of 
logical theories (𝑇ଵ, 𝑇ଶ, … , 𝑇௡) , in the signatures 
(𝜎ଵ, 𝜎ଶ … , 𝜎௡)  can be specified. An interrelational structure 
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will be a model of a vector of theories if each triple 
൫𝑅௝ିଵ, 𝜎௝ , 𝐼௝൯  is a model of 𝑇௝  in the sense above. In other 
words, making the isomorphisms required by Model Theory 
explicit, it can be extended to collections of theories relevant 
to the pairs in an interrelational structure; and thereby create 
the richer set of structures and models needed for a 
mathematically based Architecture Definition process. 
Architecture Definition can then be understood as follows 
in a mathematically rigorous way:  
 Define a sequence of theories {𝑇௝}௝ୀଵ,…,௡ relevant 
to an interrelational structure(𝐴 = 𝑅଴, 𝑅ଵ, … , 𝑅௡), 
described in natural or technical language (or 
both), and relevant to a Conceptual Graph that 
formalizes a concept.   
 Specify a sequence of signatures  {𝜎௝}௝ୀଵ,…,௡  for 
the language(s) associated with the theories. 
 Specify a fully interpreted first order model using 
the interpretation of the theories {𝑇௝}௝ୀଵ,…,௡ in 
terms of the relational structures 
{൫𝑅௝ିଵ, 𝑅௝൯}௝ୀଵ,…,௡.  
Note that here the collection of interrelational structures of the 
fully interpreted models of the theories for a particular concept 
will form the objects of a category associated with the concept, 
where the morphisms are those maps between objects which 
preserve the signature of the theories. 
Note that the process of architecting can begin with theories, 
structures, or signatures and progress to either of the two 
others. It is possible to start with a concept then realize it in a 
vector of logical theories, and construct referents that model 
the vector of theories. This would describe the process of 
‘green-field’ architecting, in which properties are first 
specified and objects satisfying them are sought. However, it 
is also possible to start with a category of fully interpreted 
models, where the collection of objects 𝑂 is simply defined by 
its members and there are some ideas of what parts of one 
object map to what parts of another (morphisms), but the 
defining properties of the collection may not yet be understood 
or articulated. This would correspond to reverse architecting, 
in which an object or collection of objects is specified and the 
fundamental underlying properties of them are sought; or may 
arise in ‘brown-field’ architecting, in which the process starts 
with some theories and models, and is required to make these 
concordant. 
Finally, in an important difference from both Class Theory 
and Model Theory, Category Theory has the concept of 
functors. A functor is a map between categories in which both 
objects and morphisms are transformed from one type to 
another. As mentioned in the first paragraph, functors are a 
way of changing viewpoints by mapping objects of one 
structural type to objects of a different structural type. This 
makes Category Theory particularly appropriate as a 
mathematical language in which to formulate and study 
MDSD, which involves transformations of model types 
through both changes of viewpoint and model refinement.  
In order to formalize MDSD, it is necessary to define 
categories with more information, such as measurable 
properties associated to elements or to relations or 
interrelations. This structural type would define a category of 
measurable interrelational structures M-Int-Struct. It is also 
possible to assign a set of states to given elements, as well as 
a description of how the element will move through these 
states over time. This will involve incorporating graphs 
associated to components or relations into the category, giving 
State-M-Int-Struct. Finally, it is necessary to discuss a 
process whereby the structures in these categories are refined 
as the architecting process is carried out. Thus, the overall 
category will have a graded structure corresponding to level of 
detail: State-M-Int-Struct(n). In terms of these categories 
with various attributes, various architectural transformations 
can be described, as between architectural views, or as 
between architectures described at different levels of detail.  
 
APPENDIX II: ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORKS 
Architecture Frameworks (AFs) are widely used within 
Systems Engineering and Enterprise Architecting to provide a 
standardized way of developing and using architectural 
artefacts, such as architecture descriptions (in the sense of 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 [10]). A common framework is 
regarded by practitioners as an essential enabler for achieving 
architectural coherence within a project, enterprise or 
community. 
Examples of AFs include the ‘Defence’ frameworks, 
MODAF [49], DoDAF [50], NAF [51]; as well as 
commercially focused frameworks like TOGAF [52] and the 
progenitor of all such frameworks, the Zachman framework 
[53]. Many of these frameworks make use of a 2 or 3-D grid 
layout to present the different viewpoints supported in the 
framework. The grid concept has been carried forward into the 
UAF [54], which provides a means of integrating many AFs 
within a single generic framework. UAF defines a standard 
metamodel upon which viewpoints can be defined that support 
many of the common AFs.  
The grid representations used in AFs have ‘aspects’ or 
‘model kinds’ on the columns and ‘subjects’ or ‘domains’ on 
the rows. NAFv4 (which is supported by UAF) has columns 
which include: taxonomy, (static) structure, connectivity, 
processes, states, constraints, sequences, information, 
constraints and roadmaps. In NAFv4 these are called ‘aspects 
of concern’. The rows in NAFv4 include: concepts, service 
specifications, logical specifications, physical resource 
specifications and architecture meta-data. In NAFv4 these are 
called ‘subjects of concern’. Each of the squares of the grid 
then corresponds to a particular Viewpoint. For example, the 
intersection of the concepts row and taxonomy column is the 
Capability Taxonomy C1. The intersection of the logical 
specifications row and structure column is the Logical 
Scenario. Note that the recommended representation for the 
viewpoint depends mainly on the column – so for the 
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taxonomy column the recommended representations all 
include Tabulation, Hierarchical and UML class diagram. 
In UAF, the columns are very similar to those in NAFv4, 
including for example: taxonomy, (static) structure, 
connectivity, processes, states, interaction scenarios, 
information, constraints, roadmap and traceability. The rows 
include strategic, operational, services, resources, security, 
project, standards, actual resources and metadata among 
others. As with NAF, the intersection of row and column 
defines a viewpoint in a straightforward way, e.g. the 
intersection of the operational row and processes column 
defines the Operational::Processes viewpoint. Similarly, the 
intersection of the services row and states column defines the 
Services::States viewpoint. The UAF specification contains a 
useful annex with recommended implementations for each 
view specification. For example, the recommended 
implementation for the Services::Interaction Scenarios is the 
SysML Sequence Diagram. The column type largely 
determines the form of the recommended implementation, 
whereas the row sets the scope or context of the architecture at 
that level. 
There is an obvious correspondence between the grid 
presentations in architecture frameworks and the definition of 
architecture proposed in this paper. At the most primitive 
level, the axiomatic definition of this paper builds on 
architectural properties. Each architecture is associated with at 
least one property, namely its structural type: this corresponds 
to the grid columns and model kinds/aspects. The formal 
definition of architecture refers to an ordered pair, the first 
element of which is the structural type, and the second of 
which is a collection of additional properties that further define 
and constrain the architecture. The second collection of 
properties in the axiomatic definition therefore corresponds to 
domains/subjects: each domain can be codified in terms of one 
(or more) properties. 
Two important points of clarification are necessary: 
 The axiomatic definition defines architecture as 
the pairing of structural type with other 
architectural properties. This is an open and 
extensible definition, which allows for there to be 
multiple such pairings depending on the purposes 
of the architect. In contrast, within the architecture 
frameworks there is usually an assumption that 
there is a single conceptual architecture, which can 
be modelled from different viewpoints. The same 
effect is achieved when using the definitions of 
this paper by selecting properties that will match a 
particular viewpoint.   
 The modelling language SysML is often used for 
system architecture modelling. It includes four 
different types of diagram, namely Requirements, 
Structure, Behavior and Parametric. There is 
potential for confusion in the use of the term 
Structure to mean static structure and Behavior to 
mean dynamic structure – in the proposed 
axiomatic definition, all types of structure are 
considered on an equal footing, as defined by their 
properties. The proposed approach allows for any 
collection of types of structure to be 
accommodated. 
Hence, the approach proposed in this paper is more general 
than but easily mapped to the grid approach to defining 
architecture frameworks. Work is in hand within the standards 
bodies to provide further convergence among existing 
architecture frameworks, building on the grid approach and 
clustering properties under several useful headings. The 
mathematical underpinnings defined in this paper should 
accommodate this easily. 
APPENDIX III: COMPLEXITY IN EMISSIONS REDUCTION 
Emissions from internal combustion engines are one of the 
main contributors to air pollution that can lead to accelerated 
age of death and reduction to life expectancy. The table below 
selects some of the emissions constraints as measured at the 
tailpipe and published in the European emission standards for 
diesel engines passenger cars. From the time when Euro 1 was 
released in 1992 to Euro 6 being used nowadays, an 
aggressively reducing allowable emissions is clearly observed. 
Over the years, to meet the regulatory targets, car 
manufacturers have developed various engineering solutions 
by utilizing aftertreatment technologies such as Diesel 
Particulate Filters, Lean NOx Traps and Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation systems along with a pre-defined optimal engine 
map to control the engine behavior. This engine map basically 
serves as a look-up table for the ECS. It translates the demand 
from the driver to an engine demand in terms of engine speed 
and torque, which are often referred to as calibration points. 
The performance of the car in terms of acceleration and speed 
depends on these calibration points. To reduce the emissions 
from the engine at these calibration points without sacrificing 
the performance, the engine maps also contains calibration 
points of additional engine control parameters such as mass of 
the air intake and pressure of the fuel rail. As such, the design 
of an engine map is a highly complex design problem due to 
having a multi-dimensional design space formed of multi-
design variables (engine calibration factors) together with 
multi-design objectives, e.g. performance, fuel efficiency, and 
various emissions. 
To tackle this design problem, various optimization 
techniques can be adopted. However, there are several 
challenges associated with this: 
 Conflicting Design Objectives. Due to the 
conflicting nature of the design objectives, for 
example, performance vs fuel efficiency in general 
and PM vs NOx emissions in certain design regions, 
TABLE II 
EUROPEAN DIESEL ENGINE PASSENGER CAR EMISSIONS STANDARD  
Euro 1 Euro 2 Euro 3 Euro 4 Euro 5 Euro 6 
PM(g/km) 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.025 0.005 0.0045 
HC+NOx(g/km) 0.97 0.7 0.56 0.30 0.23 0.17 
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a single global optimal design solution simply does 
not exist.  
 Fidelity of the Optimization Model. An engine 
model is often derived, via regression modeling, 
from a set of engine data gathered from an engine test 
bed. The more data, the higher the fidelity of the 
model will be, but apparently, the higher cost it will 
be as well.  
 External Influence. As discussed, engine emissions 
are not solely achieved by engine calibration. A 
seemingly optimal solution may produce emissions 
that cannot be handled conveniently by the available 
aftertreatment technologies. Therefore, 
consideration of external influences in the design 
problem is essential.   
 Uncertainty and Robustness. Uncertainties result 
from the model fidelity and the external influences. 
As such, this would mean that the robustness of the 
derived design solutions is important. Knowing that 
optimal solutions often sit on the edge of design 
constraints, robustness of the design solutions 
becomes even more significant. 
An alternative approach that can be used to address some if 
not all the above challenges is through the MDSD approach 
proposed in this paper integrated with a typical optimization 
approach. The idea of exploring the design space architecture 
via maximal orthotopes allows engineers to understand the 
structural properties of the highly complex design space, 
thereby selecting the most appropriate region (maximal 
orthotopes) for further investigation using an appropriate 
optimization technique. 
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